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Commercial & Industrial Air Sourced Heat Pump Hot Water
• General design guide
• Application guide for aquatic centres, agriculture (dairy) and
multi-unit residential buildings
• Case studies
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Right-sizing the heat pump
Let’s right-size the
heat pump
Tip: it won’t be the same capacity
as your previous boiler!
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Key questions when considering a heat pump
Needs

Storage

Space

Savings

Do you have clear understanding of the heating needs of the application?
• amount of heat (energy efficiency first)
• required temperature (minimising the temperature lift)
• time of demand for heat (daily and seasonal profile)

How can I take advantage of thermal storage?

• reduce peak load to reduce heat pump size (increase capacity factor and reduce electric peak load)
• load shifting (low-cost PV or warmer ambient air in the middle of the day)

Do I have the right space?

• Floor area required for heat pump and thermal storage
• Ventilation (to avoid microclimates)
• Adjacent to a waste heat source (direct or indirect coupling with a chiller – is an air-source heat pump the best solution?

What are the expected savings from the heat pump system when compared to alternative
options?
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Key questions when considering a heat pump
More questions to consider:
1. How to ensure we have a quality heat pump?
2. How the heating system will perform during extremely cold conditions?
3. Is the selected refrigerant going to be phased out? If yes, when?
4. Does implementing the heat pump include hidden costs such as the cost for upgrading
the electrical connection?
5. Can the heat pump system be incentivised by the VEU program?
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3. The size of the peak load
4. The temperature of heat required in each hour
5. The maximum temperature required
Action

→ Get an energy audit done to map the energy flow of

the application.
Mapping the energy flow may need inferring heat usage data
from gas and electricity consumption figures.
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2. How the hourly energy use changes seasonally
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Winter
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1. The amount of heat consumed in each hour

Average Consumption [kWh]

Measure and estimate:

Average Consumption [kWh]

Consideration 1: Map the energy flow
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Consideration 2: Energy efficiency first!
Note that:
• Heat pumps are CAPEX-intensive heating technologies.
• Many energy efficiency upgrades are cheaper than heat pumps.
Heat pump implementation is not a one-to-one swap.
• E.g. upgrade building thermal performance
• Energy efficiency can be improved at both sides:
• Heat consumption side: reduce the heat load
• Heat sourcing side: recover waste heat streams
• Reduce the required heat pump rated capacity.
• Reduce the required target temperature.
Action

→ Seek energy efficiency advice, and implement them to reduce the heat load.
→ Consider improving air-tightness, adding thermal insulation, and optimising
ventilation air-change need.
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Consideration 3: Lower the target temperature
Do you really need hot water at 80°C (or 90°C)?
Issue:
• Most gas-fired hydronic heating systems use supply water at 80°C.
• Delivered temperature of most HPs <70°C.
• Very few HPs (ammonia and CO2) reach 80°C.
By lowering the target temperature
more heat pump options are available
cost of heat pump reduces
COP of heating process increases
Action

→ Investigate options to reduce the supply temperature and keep the same heat transfer rate:
• increase water flowrate via VSD (to increase HTC and LMTD)
• increase heat transfer area (more coils?)
• longer operation (start heating earlier?)

Q = U x A x LMTD
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Consideration 4: The need for thermal storage

Courtesy: Image provided by Energy Smart Water https://www.esw.net.au/
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Consideration 4: The need for thermal storage
Why thermal storage is a natural add-on for heat pumps?
Issue

Benefit of thermal storage

Value

Intermittent operation of HPs affects
their COP and operational lifetime.

Smooth HP operation so it runs at Best
Efficiency Point for an extended period.

Reduced maintenance
Increased COP
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Benefit of thermal storage

Value
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Sizing a heat pump for peak demand
leads to an oversized heat pump,
hence excessively higher CAPEX and
electric power demand.

Shrink the HP capacity by reducing
peak loads

Save 10-30% on CAPEX for HP
Potentially avoid $000’s for electrical
upgrades
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times
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50% per kWh

Onsite PV generation is usually
exported to the grid at a lower price
than the retail power price.

Shift the HP operation to utilise more
solar PV.

FIT-dependent - potential saving of
50% per kWh

Cold ambient air can lower the heat
pump’s COP.

Shift the HP operation to times of
higher ambient temperature

5°C higher ambient can deliver >12.5%
efficiency boost (more if avoiding
defrosting)
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Consideration 5: Heat pump space and location
Heat pump systems take more space compared to combustion-based
heating systems, particularly when thermal storage is included.
Action

→ If the heat pump system does not fit on the roof or inside the existing plant room,
consider using multiple smaller heat pumps distributed between various levels.

Avoid negative microclimate effects
Action

→ Provide the heat pump with access to fresh air and/or warm waste heat source.
Look for positive microclimate effects
Action

→ Consider installing the heat pump close to a waste heat source such as the
condenser of a chiller or cooler of an air compressor
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Consideration 6: Expected savings
• Understand how the proposed heat pump system can deliver cost savings
• A high-performance heat pumps system should:
•
•
•
•

have a properly-sized thermal storage capacity
have a properly-sized heat pump capacity
be controlled effectively at its system as well as component levels
and many more items!

• One important advantage of seeking VEU:
The heat pump system should be investigated for its savings to qualify for the incentives

Action

→ Seek references from previous users, preferably for the same application in the same climate zone.
→ Get the system verified for VEU incentives - verify whether the system receives substantial
incentives by achieving substantial savings!
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Additional considerations: Quality of components
Typically, high quality heat pumps will have:
• variable load compressor
• electronic expansion valve
• frost-detection sensors
• efficient defrosting
But will also have:
• variable speed pumps
• variable speed fans
Action

→ Get the datasheet/certificates of components
(check them with a third party advisor)

→ Seek references from previous users
→ Ask for a detailed description of the warranty

Component factors to consider:
• The heat exchangers: are they resistant against
corrosion and monitored for fouling build-up?
• Choice of refrigerant – a synthetic refrigerant that is
phasing out in future can lead to costly ownership of
the heat pump over its lifecycle
Most HCFCs

Mostly phased, starting in 1996

R22

Phasing out – From 2016 to 2029, imports are limited
to about 45 tonnes annually.
From Jan 2030, import stops entirely

R-134a

Phasing down from 2018

R-410A

Phasing down since 2018

From Department of Agriculture, Water, and Environment

policy and performance guarantee
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Additional considerations: Operation in cold conditions
• Heat pump COP can be hampered under extreme cold conditions.
• Frost should be avoided or minimised (detect frost before ice builds up).
• The heat exchanger should be large enough to minimise the risk of icing.
• Auxiliary heater may be required, but its use should be minimised.

5
4
COP

• Make sure you know when the auxiliary heater is operating.
Monitor its energy consumption.

6

3

Icing

2

Action

→ Provide heat pump with a waste heat source.
→ Ensure the auxiliary heater has been sized properly.
→ Make sure the system reports the use of the auxiliary heater.
→ Minimise the impact of very cold conditions with the help of thermal
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COP of a CO2 heat pump water heater when icing occurs –
water T = 65°C
Data regenerated from: Automatic Heating
(https://www.automaticheating.com.au/)

storage.
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Introduction for registering air-sourced HPHW for VEU

Alastair MacDowell
Director

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

Are you likely to register a heat pump
or an activity with VEU?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

Going forward
• Final draft in July – open for feedback
• 21st of July, 3pm – Application guidelines webinar
Register here:
https://utsmeet.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_eJBl9oTqSwmG
Xg9aSnu8cw
• Publication of technical guidelines in August

Upcoming event – save the date!

18-19 October
Aerial Centre - UTS Broadway Sydney

Want more? 3 steps to more A2EP

Q&A from the webinar
• Afrina S: What are the challenges and barriers of uptaking
heat pumps in Australia? (live answered)
• Shivam S: What's the difference between "air-to-air" heat
pumps and "earth-to-air" heat pumps? (live answered)
• Rod W: Could someone please discuss the application of
heat pumps for ducted space heating (esp. as replacement
for natural gas-heated air ducting)? (live answered)
• Raniero G: How do you compare CO2 heat pumps against
other refrigerant (R32, R410A & R134A etc.) powered heat
pumps from COP and capital perspective ? I understand
from performance perspective, CO2 heat pumps deliver
better quality heat. (live answered)
• Yuanyuan L: Do you have suggestions regarding to how to
reduce the thermal storage tank size/occupied space? (live
answered)
• Anonymous: What level of savings/rebates can be
expected on a single commercial buildings using the heat
pump for HVAC? (live answered)
• Peter T: Should COP measured as a system, like heat
pump and storage tank and back up elements together?
(live answered)

• Dean C: Variable capacity HP's don't seem to be
considered in the TRNSYS simulations, they are not part
of AS/NZS 5125 or EN 14511. Even though AS/NZS
4234:2021 does consider them (very pessimistic default
values), I'm not sure how this would be included in the
TRNSYS simulations? (live answered)
• Anonymous: Is the VEU commercial heat pump activity
written correctly? Does it have to be modified to be
optimal for large scale uptake?
• Peter T: Should performance measured as a system,
like a combined system of heat pump, storage tank and
back up elements, rather than just heat pump COP
itself? (live answered)
• A2EP: Thank you for joining us today. The 2nd webinar,
Application guidelines will be held on 21 July at 3pm
AEST. You can register via this link,
https://utsmeet.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_eJBl9oTq
SwmGXg9aSnu8cw

